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Twitter:  @OurRossmoor
Facebook.com/RossmoorCA

j oin t he RHA
If you haven't  already joined for 2019, 

visit  OurRossmoor.com/join to see how 
your membership benefits Rossmoor ?  

A Great Place to Live since 1957.

Bacon wr apped dat es st uf f ed wit h goat  cheese
At this year's Writers Celebration, the big hit of the evening were the Bacon Wrapped Dates Stuffed with Goat Cheese. 
Because no good, self-respecting neighbor would keep secret a crowd-pleasing recipe  ?  here it is for you all. 

Courtesy of Cathy Larson via friend Angie Bittbauer

Ingredients:

- Pitted Dates
- Goat Cheese
- Bacon (strips cut in half)

Directions:

Split dates long ways (don't cut all the through if 
possible). Stuff with cheese (about a teaspoon). Wrap 
with a piece of bacon. Secure with a toothpick.

Preheat oven to 400 degrees. Place stuffed dates on a foil 
lined baking sheet. Bake 10-15 minutes. Flip over and 
bake another 10-15 minutes. If you want them crispy, 
broil for an additional 1-2 minutes.

Suggestion:

Add a sliver of jalapeno when you stuff for a nice kick!
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I love supporting local, 
independently-owned businesses. 
Businesses run by families for 
families. Businesses in which 
customer service, passion, and 
quality are first priorities. This 
month, I uncovered a gem you?re all 
going to love ?  Gloss Salon &  
Studio owned by Rossmoor resident 
Emi Wheaton.

Emi and I sat down just a few weeks 
ago in her beautifully remodeled 
Plymouth on Martha Ann ?  a home 
full of modern touches, a backyard to 
get lost in, and an ambient noise of 

three busy children. She greeted me 
at the door with sparkling eyes and 
long, flowing locks. The entire time 
were were chatting, I was struck by 
the love and beauty of her world. So 
it didn?t surprise me that her salon 
business is booming with her at its 
helm.

Her story is as circuitous as it is 
captivating. Let?s start at the 
beginning.

She and her husband, Michael, met in 
high school at Gahr in Cerritos and 
started dating at 17. She began 
working in salons throughout Long 

Beach starting at the age of 20. She 
and Michael married at 22, and then 
shortly thereafter, in 2001, they 
bought their first home in Lakewood. 

At the time of their home purchase, 
Emi knew about the Rossmoor 
neighborhood, having attended 
Career Academy of Beauty for 
cosmetology school behind the old 
Rossmoor Pastries, but they were 
young and broke and Rossmoor was 
out of reach. Instead, they embraced 
Lakewood with a five-year plan to 
work hard, start a family, sell the 
house, and move south to raise their 

By Cathy Larson

In the name of being neighborly and staying local, don't miss this feature that highlights a 
neighbor who owns a business ?  owned local, so we can support local.

ROSSMOOR-RESIDENT OWNED BUSINESSES

owner , Emi Wheat on
Gl oss Sal on & St udio

Glass Salon & Studio photo credit: Nola Fontanez Photography, nolafontanez.com, 562-881-4964
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kids in the Los Al school district. 

Most everything went according to 
plan: hard work, three kids, and their 
kids? attendance at both the 
Rossmoor Children?s Center and 
Hopkinson. Only they were still 
living in Lakewood ?  14 years later. 
By this time, Emi was working in 
Los Alamitos at Salon Vida, and her 
kids attended Los Al schools on 
permit. They finally pulled the trigger 
and moved to Rossmoor when 
concerns arose that their children 
could be bumped from Hopkinson 
because of their inter-district transfer 
status.

Funny how stories about moving to 
Rossmoor always have some element 
of kismet. Magical realism. Divine 
intervention. Their?s is no different.

After selling their Lakewood home in 
2014, they leased a beautiful home on 
Copa de Oro. Only six months into 
their lease, however, one of her 
friends called with an enticing offer 
?  her sister had moved back to the 
East Coast and wanted to sell her 
Rossmoor home. Michael and Emi 
were asked, ?Would you be 
interested?? Of course they were. 
Their twist of fate? Turns out, two 
years prior, Emi and Michael had 
been cruising Open Houses, and they 

had been 
interested in this 
exact home, the 
one they were 
about to buy. In 
fact, it was the 
first house they 
ever walked into 
in the 
neighborhood. 

They were 
graciously 
released from 
their lease, 

negotiated a For Sale 
By Owner purchase, and closed 
escrow in 30 days. They moved into 
this new home in June 2015. Since 
then they have updated the sunroom, 
siding, paint, windows, roof, and 
pool. Emi clearly has an eye for 
beautiful design, and this eye has 
served her well in business.

Since graduating from the Career 
Academy, Emi had always dreamed 
of owning her own salon, but she 
knew she needed both the money and 
the right location. For money, she 
supplemented her hairdressing 
income by selling hair feathers ?  a 
hair trend popular ten years ago ?  to 
local salons as a distributor. Once she 
had some money saved, she 
approached the owner of Salon 107, 
the salon space where Gloss currently 
lives in the Center Plaza on Los 
Alamitos Boulevard. 

Emi asked the owner, a customer of 
her hair feathers, if she might be 
interested in selling the salon. Turns 
out, the owner was interested. A 
week before the sale, however, the 
owner backed out. Emi was crushed. 
She had been set on this location and 
had worked so hard to make it 
happen. It took her a full year to find 
another Los Alamitos location that 
felt almost as good as the previous 
one, but one week before signing the 

lease, she knew in her heart, it wasn?t 
quite right. 

She reached back out to the owner of 
Salon 107, and before 7pm that night 
in late 2012, a deal was negotiated. 
Papers were signed within the week, 
and only four days after the transfer 
of ownership, Gloss Salon & Studio 
was transformed into what it is today. 

Emi opened her salon knowing she 
wanted to be part of the community. 
She has spent the past seven years 
getting to know local and 
neighboring businesses, participating 
in the Sugar Beet Festival, 
volunteering at the Hopkinson 
Carnival and The Taste for Los Al, 
and donating to charitable 
organizations in town. 

Her mission to reach out has 
resonated with our community. What 
started as a small salon with six 
stylists, has grown to a 10-chair salon 
with 23 staff members. 

Owning Gloss Salon isn?t her only 
endeavor, however. Like many of the 
entrepreneurs I interview, her spirit is 
filled with drive and passion and 
innovation and boundless energy. 
One year after opening Gloss, she 
started a second business ?  Locket 
Hair Extensions. Not just any hair 

Gloss Salon & Studio at Halloween

Innovative Locket Hair Extensions
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extension business, though. Hair 
extensions designed and 
manufactured by Emi and currently 
patent pending. She designed them 
because she saw a gap in the market 
and knew what she, as a stylist, 
wanted herself. 

The Locket Hair Extensions are 
unique because they have no glue or 
tape. Additionally, they are extremely 
lightweight, easy to maintain, 
flexible, and cut down the speed of 
installation from four hours to one. 

She beamed when telling me about 
this innovation, sharing that she has 
grown from 13 skus to over 100 in 
the past few year and now sells in 47 
states across the US. I asked if she 
had any interest in focusing on just 
this business, and she told me, ?I love 
doing hair. I see myself always doing 
both. Now that my husband has come 
on board, it makes it easier.?

Michael? In the hair extension 
business?

As much as she loves owning the 
salon and running both businesses, 
Locket is the one that has changed 
their lives. In January 2017, Michael 
took a leap of faith and left his job as 
an operations manager in the 
e-commerce industry to run Locket 
full time. The company has since then 
grown exponentially. This frees him 
to pick up the kids from school, drive 
them to sports, and stay at home 
when needed. She told me this life 
change has been ?a dream come true 
with lots of hard, hard work behind 
it.? 

Mike doesn?t actually ?do hair? ?  I 
asked. ?No, he definitely does not do 
hair,? Emi chuckled. ?He runs and 
operates our Locket Hair Extensions 
business, so I can focus on Gloss.?

While Michael is busy running 
Locket, Emi runs Gloss full time and 
sees her employees as her family, 

some following her to Gloss from 
other salons where they worked as 
stylists together. She repays their 
loyalty by paying it forward to help 
them grow, teaching them how to 
market themselves, training them on 
her hair extensions, traveling with 
them to hair shows around the 
country, and taking them to other 
salon locations to train other stylists. 
Emi added, ?I?ve worked in many 
different salons in the past 20 years, 
and I must say, our Gloss family is 
very special. I?ve never worked with 
a team that is so supportive of one 
another.? 

I asked her about moving to 
Rossmoor, ?Is it everything you?d 
hoped for?? The answer was a 
resounding yes. Rossmoor has given 
her everything she ever wanted. 
Before moving to Rossmoor, Emi 
joined a local boot camp at Rush Park 
called Happy Hour Fit Club. Michael 
was also part of their weekly co-ed 
ultimate Frisbee game. 
Through this boot 
camp, they grew to be a 
part of this community. 

They have built 
unbelievable 
friendships, sharing 
with me that they have 
30-40 families they can 
call who would show 
up for them in 30 
seconds if needed. The 
community has also 
allowed her to cross 
network with other 
local-owned businesses 
to create a synergy, 
enabling them all to 
learn and grow. And, 
finally, Rossmoor has 
helped them grow as 
individuals; she loves 
knowing her kids are 
safe riding bikes in the 

neighborhood and are being watched 
over by neighbors. 

Her life isn?t all work, however. 
When not tied up with kid?s activities 
?  dance, FNL, AYSO ?  their family 
does take the time to travel, their 
newfound love. With 13-year-old 
Ella, 11-year-old Cole, and 8-year-old 
Nolan in tow, they have recently 
visited Palm Springs, Catalina, Cabo, 
and Maui. Weather. Water. Summer 
sports. What?s not to love. They also 
enjoy their time with other Rossmoor 
families, enjoying lots of family 
parties, progressive dinners, and 
vacations.

Her final sentiment to me before I left 
stopped me in my tracks because it 
resonated so completely: ?I enter the 
Rossmoor bubble, and I don?t want to 
leave.?

Now that?s a stamp of approval with 
which we can all agree.

Michael and Emi with kids Cole, Nolan, and Ella
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Children?s voices as they play in Rossmoor parks, birds 
singing in the thousands of our trees and the splashing of 
water that resonates from neighbors? pools are sounds we 
like to associate with our community.

But increasingly what we hear is the roar of traffic 
coming over Caltran?s inadequate sound walls along the 
405 freeway, a particularly obnoxious noise for the 
residents of Martha Ann and Tiger Tail, who have 
complained about the freeway expansion project?s 
impact.

We are not talking about a few grumpy residents, but 
more than 400 who have signed petitions and asked for 
help. In the worst cases, people say they have abandoned 
going into their own backyards. Acoustic meter readings 
by those residents indicate the vehicle noise coming over 
Caltrans? walls is high enough to cause long term hearing 
damage. 

You might ask what has the Rossmoor Homeowners 
Association done for us today? Well, we are working as 
hard as volunteers can to bring some relief to this 
growing problem. We have obtained, under a California 
Public Records Act, request thousands of pages of 
internal communications and design specifications for 
the sound wall.

Separately, we are working with Assemblyman Tyler 
Diep to get Caltrans to do what they should have done 
when they started this massive construction project: take 
some sound readings in Rossmoor so they at least know 
what is happening.

The documents we have examined from Caltrans provide 
no evidence that the agency ever seriously investigated 
whether the existing sound wall would provide adequate 
attenuation of the increased noise levels that they knew 

would be created by the project. 

The sound wall was designed as a 12 foot 8 inch 
masonry structure with a 3 foot 4 inch corrugated steel 
extension on top. But Caltrans evaluated the wall as 
though it were a 16-foot solid masonry structure, a 
decision that its headquarters apparently approved.

Caltrans officials rested their case on a 1989 standard for 
corrugated steel sound walls. But the emails indicate that 
standard was dropped well before the latest 405 
expansion project began. It is like having a 1930s fuse 
box and an engineer telling you it is as good as circuit 
breakers. 

The Caltrans records show that the agency refused 
requests to conduct sound measurements, because any 
improvement to the sound wall was ?not feasible and 
reasonable,? according to their engineers, so measuring 
the noise was pointless. 

But there never was any assessment we could see in the 
Caltrans documents that it estimated the cost or 
feasibility of improving the wall.

Here?s a case of a government agency dismissing an 
entire community?s concern with no more than its inertia 
as justification. 

We do not see any evidence that Caltrans considered 
measures that could improve the sound wall without 
tearing it down and rebuilding it. At one point, a Caltrans 
official said he had no objection to replacing the steel 
extension with concrete block. But the suggestion was 
dropped. 

Caltrans has been unresponsive to 400 Rossmoor 
homeowners, as well as the Rossmoor Community 
Services District, which asked for some additional sound 

NOISE POLLUTION  
COURTESY OF 
CALTRANS
By t he Board of  Direct ors, RHA

On t he
Gr ound
in  Ro s s mo o r
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monitoring. 

Now, Assemblyman Diep is again asking Caltrans staff to 
come out to the community and take some measurements. 
He deserves a lot of credit for sticking with the issue on 
behalf of the community. 

On September 9, he took another key step, sending a letter 
to Richard Chamberlain, director of Caltrans District 12 in 
Santa Ana. 

In his letter, Diep notes, ?Eventually, we were informed 
that there were no funds available to mitigate the sound 
levels in Rossmoor and that noise abatement must 
ultimately be considered and evaluated for feasibility and 
reasonableness.?

So Caltrans is even telling a member of the California 
Legislature we don?t want to find out  whether the acoustic 
levels in Rossmoor are meeting state and national 
standards, because we can?t afford to do anything about it. 

That?s after Caltrans settled an environmental law suit with 
neighboring Seal Beach over similar issues for big bucks.

If you are a city able to file a lawsuit, you get different 

treatment than an unincorporated neighborhood, 
apparently. Assemblyman Diep isn?t buying that argument. 

?We hope and urge Caltrans to reconsider and conduct a 
sound study to verify if the decibel and sound levels are 
within or exceed limits,? he wrote. ?It is important to 
identify if there is an existing problem so that if in fact 
there is one, when funding for noise abatement is available 
in the future, the problem is identified and could be 
possibly resolved then. We ask that you personally 
intervene to see if there is a way to conduct a sound 
measurement/acoustic survey in Rossmoor, especially on 
Martha Ann Drive and at Hopkinson Elementary School.?

The RHA will not give up on this fight. Our mission is to 
maintain and improve the quality of life in Rossmoor. We 
need the support of every household, because even if you 
are not affected by this specific problem there will be 
others in the future that will hit you. 

Please join our association if you are not already a member 
by visiting OurRossmoor.com/join. It costs less than 10 
cents a day to be a member, just $30 for annual 
membership. 

Thank you.

It's time for the RHA to rotate out the old t-shirt 
designs and inventory and rotate in the new. 

If you haven't seen the t-shirts around the 
neighborhood, take a look at a few of our RHA 
board members (from the September board 
meeting) on the front cover of this issue of Our 
Rossmoor in their Rossmoor merchandise. 

The long-sleeve dark gray tee and the 
3/4-sleeve green baseball tee are both available 
in all sizes, adults and kids.

Come by the Rodeo on Sunday, 10/20, from 
8am - 1pm to get your hands on your own 
t-shirt. 

Come early ?  first come, first served. 

Cover Photo:

(Back Row from left to right): Dorothy 
Fitzgerald, Pei-Pei Kelman, Marian Last, Art 
Remnet, Everett Knell, and Francisco Alonso

(Front Row from left to right): Cathy Larson 
and GeorgLyn Seligman
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THE EARLY YEARS

Looking for someone to hang with who loves Rossmoor 
as much he loves sports? Look no further. Let me 
introduce you to Everett Knell ?  our chair of the 
Membership Committee of the RHA for the past nineteen 
years.  

Born in a Brooklyn, NY, hospital, Everett grew up in 
Queens and was a fan of the original Dodgers ?  the 
Brooklyn Dodgers. While sitting at his dining room table 
a few weeks ago on a sweltering hot Friday afternoon, he 
shared stories with me about attending his first Dodgers 
baseball game in 1952, sitting in Ebbets Field back when 
a seat in the left field bleachers only cost $1, and watching 
left fielder Jackie Robinson. 

He stayed in Queens through elementary school, until his 
father, an accountant, transferred to Pittsburgh. He then 
spent middle and high school in this town that grew on 
him, and he continued to build his love of sports. This 
time it was golf. 

At the time, Pittsburgh had a program in February where 
kids could take golf lessons inside the federal building 
downtown, and a golf professional from South Park taught 
the lessons for free. On the first day of spring, the local 
golf courses opened, and for only $25/year, the kids could 
purchase a junior permit. That muggy Friday afternoon I 
heard Everett?s appreciation for this golf instructor who 
continued supporting the kids on the course long after the 
lessons were over, teaching them the subtleties of the 
sport ?  the ?swing easy? and ?flex your wrists? secrets to 
reliable shots. Everett was an avid golfer for a very long 
time after, following that man?s advice for decades and 
sending his drives straight down the middle every time. 

Everett was an advanced chemistry, physics, and math 
student in high school and decided to pursue this natural 
talent into college at Penn State. He started as a chemistry 
major, but because he had stellar grades, a college adviser 
encouraged him to try his hand at engineering. He claims 
this was the best decision he ever made; turns out, 
chemical engineers had the best opportunities for R&D 
management careers. He didn?t know that at the time he 
picked it, but he sure lucked out because of this decision. 

He earned his Bachelor?s degree, but he didn?t stop there. 
He continued onto the University of Virginia for grad 
school. He was granted a 100% Nat?l Science Foundation 
fellowship, awarded his own research laboratory, and 
worked for a visiting professor who was a recent retired 
R&D VP for Dupont ?  all of which served him well. He 
graduated from UVA with a Masters in Chemical 
Engineering in 1968, earning the degree after penning his 
thesis titled ?Absorption of Nitrogen Oxides by Aqueous 
Solutions," the chemistry of nitric acid manufacture. 

But Everett didn?t do all this alone. Meet Joanne. Joanne 
and Everett met in high school, were high school 
sweethearts, attended the senior prom together, and got 
married the summer before his senior year at Penn State. 

As we chatted, he filled that dining room with words like 

MEET YOUR RHA BOARD
THE NEXT INSTALLMENT OF OUR ONGOING SERIES 

By Cathy Larson
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?emissions,? ?coal processing,? ?combustion 
engineering,? "synthetic fuels," and ?power project 
development.? He lost me pretty quickly in the details. 
What I did glean was his immense love of chemical 
engineering and pride in his work. In the late 1960?s, he 
actually invented technology to control the air pollution 
emissions in the Pittsburgh steel plants, a process 
installed across the US steel industry. In fact, it was this 
expertise that brought him to southern California in 
1972.

One funny story about his first stop in SoCal. Joanne, 
upon landing in La Verne, said, ?The pollution is so bad 
that I just want to move back to Pittsburgh where you 
have already cleaned up the air.

HISTORY IN ROSSMOOR

They quickly knew they needed to move from La Verne, 
so they hopped in the car and drove down the 605. He 
told me it was almost like divine intervention ?  they 
exited Katella and pulled into Rossmoor because of a 
beam of sunlight shining down through an afternoon 
cloud, illuminating the neighborhood. Immediately upon 
pulling in, they spotted a house on the corner of Foster 
and Kerth that was for sale and bought it shortly 
thereafter for only $37,000. This time with two kids in 
tow: Emily, born in 1973, and Chris, born in 1976. 
Emily started school in Rossmoor, having to attend three 
different schools in the neighborhood during the time 
when all our elementary schools were closing. Chris 
didn?t have a chance to start school here because in 1984 
they took a detour back to life on the east coast where 
Everett was and R&D Director with combustion 
engineering. 

It wasn?t until June of 1991 that they moved back to 
Rossmoor. This time Chris benefited from Los Al 
Unified, getting the opportunity to attend all four of his 
high school years at LAHS. 

This time they landed on Tucker in an Estates model 
home, becoming the second owners of the home. A 
remodel had recently been completed and had everything 
they were looking for: four bedrooms and a family room 
with a southern exposure. His first improvement project? 
A new pool for his family. 

Unfortunately, his work in chemical engineering ended 
in October 2001 after his company closed their doors ?  
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when all the financiers for this company were killed in the 
Twin Towers attack of 9/11. 

But Everett wasn?t ready to stop working. He tried his 
hand in a new industry selling health and life insurance. 
He worked in this field actively until his official retirement 
in 2014.

RHA BOARD

Erwin Anisman was the RHA president before the Town 
Center was built. At the time, RHA was against the 
development, and Everett was recruited to be an advocate 
for the center by Erwin. Shortly thereafter, Erwin 
suggested Everett get more involved, saying, ?You would 
be a good on the Welcoming Committee. And you might 
as well do membership, too.? Little did Everett know that 
his acquiescence would turn into his pet project.

Just like a meticulous engineer, he organized our 
membership efforts, created our first membership roster, 
and launched the first mailing.. At the end of his first full 
recruitment year, the  RHA had meteoric growth, reaching 
over 900 members, and he achieved growth year-over-year 
thereafter. That membership roster? The current RHA 
Board call this ?The Infamous Spreadsheet.? It?s still 

around and houses years and years of Rossmoor history. 

Membership is a big job, so in 2006, his daughter Emily 
picked up the Welcoming portion of his volunteer work, 
helping him with the load. Since then, she has personally 
delivered over 1,500 Welcome Packages on behalf of the 
RHA. She is a local Realtor and a member of the 
Rossmoor Woman?s Club. 

Everett told me he has enjoyed his time on the board, but 
he also enjoyed his free time, golfing, skiing, surfing, and 
running. If he?s not watching the Angels or Penn State 
football, you can find him on the Golf Channel, cheering 
on Phil Mickelson who wears a KPMG hat ?  which just 
so happens to be the company Joanne worked for for 
twenty years. 

Everett?s next step? Getting back onto the golf course to 
rekindle his love of the game.

Next time you find yourself walking Rossmoor sidewalks, 
you can thank Everett for being able to breathe easy ?  
and for helping build our neighborhood camaraderie over 
the past twenty years. 

Thank you, Everett, for all you do for all of us.
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New clients receive 10% off first service with selected stylists when you bring in this magazine.

Rossmoor Cares
It?s time to mark you calendars for the Rossmoor 
Holiday Home Tour, coming up on Sunday Dec. 8.  
Tickets go on sale in October for this annual event, 
which has been a neighborhood tradition for more than 
30 years.

The tour is sponsored by the Rossmoor Woman?s Club, 
and all net proceeds go to fund scholarships for students 
at Los Alamitos High School and to community service 
organizations that the club supports with monetary 
grants or in-kind gifts. These include Precious Life 
Shelter, We Care, Bethune Transitional Center, Friends 
of the Los Alamitos Rossmoor Library, Los Alamitos 
Museum, the Youth Center, Pathways to Independence, 
and services for local military families and veterans, 
among others.

During the home tour, scheduled 11 a.m. to 4 p.m., 
participants will have the chance to visit five remodeled, 
seasonally decorated homes in Rossmoor.

In addition, cookies and tea will be served at the North 
Seal Beach Community Center, where gift baskets will 
be raffled off and several vendors will have some wares 
for sale.

For more information, visit the club website at 
www.rossmoorwomansclub.com.

http://www.rossmoorwomansclub.com/
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Back Row (from left):  Roy Roudine, Mark Weitz, Ron Kirkpatrick, Greg Atkins, Kevin, Cimarusti, Victor Carfi 
Front Row (from left):  Ralph Vartabedian (RHA President), Holli Weitz, Diane Wood, Lisa Quemada, Lisa Lanier

9TH ANNUAL FICTION WRITING CONTEST 
2019 WRITERS CELEBRATION 

AND THE WINNER IS ...

By Cathy Larson

?  not so fast.

Another crop of Rossmoor stories 
hit the RHA inbox last month, and 
they didn?t disappoint. If you 
thought you enjoyed last year?s 
stories of Rossmoor, just wait until 
you see the creativity born from our 
residents this year.

Before we announce the winners, 

let?s first take a gander at what this 
year?s batch of tales had to offer.

Do you love anything Disney? Then 
this story ?2nd Happiest Place on 
Earth? is for you. Take a 
meandering trip down memory lane 
in this Rossmoor-inspired adventure 
about Walt?s early location scouting 

for Disneyland, uniquely carved 
custom spikes, antique 
doorknockers, and a reinterpretation 
of the ?Happiest Place on Earth.? 
Kevin Cimarusti takes us all on 
adventure that, as he says, awakens 
?a little Indiana Jones? in us all. 
Think you know all there is to know 
about Walt Disney and his 
Disneyland dreams? Think again.
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We?ve all found our dream home in 
Rossmoor, so Ron Kirkpatr ick?s 
short story titled ?A Tale of Love 
Lost and Love Gained? will ring true 
to everyone. It?s a short story 
reminiscent of our own love of this 
neighborhood we all call home. 
Unfortunately, the character in this 
story loses his family and finds 
himself exploring Rossmoor from 
the outside in ?  on rooftops, 
through the trenches of homes 
undergoing remodels, and with 
neighborhood friends. Not until the 
end does this character?s adventure 
come to an surprising and 
unexpected conclusion ?  one you 
don?t want to miss.

Are you a history fan? Maybe even a 
history buff who can?t be beat at 
Jeopardy? Ever wonder how ?Abe 
Lincoln, Mayor of Rossmoor? 
earned this unprecedented position? 
Then you don?t want to miss Mark 
and Holli Weitz?s story of how our 
unincorporated neighborhood came 
to have its own mayor. It?s a story 
with well developed characters and 
setting. A story full of love and loss. 
A story with a point of view that 
pulls the reader in immediately. 
Read the Weitz?s story for a 
nostalgic glimpse of war, family, 
and community.

?Fourth of July? by Diane Wood 
reminds of what buying in Rossmoor 
meant back in the 1950?s. It meant 
modern appliances, bigger 
bedrooms, neighborhood schools, 
open parks. It?s a story that reminds 
us that families are built in 
Rossmoor. That families stay in 
Rossmoor. And plant roots in 

Rossmoor. Even the story itself uses 
the phrase ?idyllic times? that takes 
us back to the days of old Model A?s 
and 4th of July parades. Thank you, 
Diane, for capturing the sentiment 
that a family planted in Rossmoor, 
grows in Rossmoor ?  potentially 
laying roots for over one hundred 
years. 

The shortest of our short stories this 
year came from the imagination of 
Greg Atkins in ?The Heavy Heart,? 
but it is not short on unique, fun, and 
imaginative figurative language and 
humor. Greg takes us back to a time 
when carving your initials into a tree 
was romantic and when parks were 
where memories were made. With an 
expert hand that takes life and 
parallels it with nature, he reminds 
us that when we are faced with 
events that scar us on the outside, it 
is the heart that helps us heal. 

For first time in our fiction writing 
contest history, one of our returning 
writers also returns with a 
continuation ?  a part two ?  to last 
year?s story ?The Puff Pall.? It was a 
story full of magic that forced us to 
ask ourselves, How well do we really 
know the people living right next 
door? This year, Lisa Lanier 
doesn?t disappoint with her sequel 
?The Review.? This year?s story uses 
dialogue to pull us back into Agatha 
and Ophelia?s dilemma of the 
conjured shade tree, but it introduces 
a twist ?  the arrival of an inspector 
on report of Magic Noticed. You?ll 
have to read this year?s installment 
to see how it all ends. Or does it?

 If one paranormal short story isn?t 

enough for you, then you?re in for a 
real treat this year with Victor 
Car fi?s ?The Yellowtail Horror.? 
This story is full of a 
soul-consuming blackness, terrifying 
voices, and ?hideous demons? that 
torment Rossmoor residents. Hold 
on tight to your lazy-boy when you 
read Victor?s story of an 
unmeasurably-deep pit in Rossmoor 
hidden behind innocuous signage. 
Be sure to read this one carefully ?  
so you know which property to 
avoid when walking your dogs on 
our seemingly peaceful streets.

Hungry for stories of young sailors 
in the South Pacific? Four years after 
the end of World War II? Who yearn 
for a family and a home and a 
neighborhood to call their own? 
Then you don?t want to miss Roy 
Roudine?s short story titled ?The 
Young Sailor Yearns.? This is a 
heart-felt, realistic fiction piece 
about duty, patriotism, love, and 
family ?  on our very own corner of 
Shakespeare and Baskerville.

No year would be complete without 
humor, and Lisa Quemada-Torres 
delivers with her piece ?The Wishing 
Well.? With a nod to what makes 
Rossmoor Rossmoor, Lisa begins 
her story with references to fall 
leaves, the scent of jasmine, and a 
luminous moon ?  images that ring 
true for us all. But the hilarity ensues 
when she captures beautifully the 
antics of our octogenarian neighbors. 
With imaginative imagery and 
characterization, the neighborhood 
come to life. You?ll find yourself 
laughing out loud midst the touching 
tale of a lost daughter in this story 
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that ends with a poignant poem, bringing Lisa?s piece to a masterful close.

In August, after all entries had been received and judged, the RHA Board hosted a Writer?s Celebration for 
everyone to come together and 
celebrate. We noshed on appetizers, 
enjoyed great wine, and made new 
friends. 

The winners were announced, and 
everyone was given time to share the 
details and the inspiration behind his or 
her short short. With this great evening 
of friends and family, everyone walked 
away feeling empowered by this small 
neighborhood we all call home.  

Keep an eye out for the publication of 
the rest of our entries over the next few 
issues of Our Rossmoor. If you just 
can?t wait, you can always binge read 
them all on the RHA website at 
www.rossmoor-rha.org/contest.

http://www.rossmoor-rha.org/contest
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"Wr i t i ng  
i s i t s ow n 

r ew ar d."
Henr y 
Mi l l er

AND THE 
WINNERS 
ARE ...
The drum roll, please.

This year?s winner is Vict or  Car f i for ?The 
Yellowtail Horror.? He received a $200 Visa Gift 
Card. His story is published in this issue of Our 
Rossmoor.

Second place goes to Lisa Lanier  for ?The 
Review,? winning a $100 Fish Company Gift Card. 
Her story will be published in the next issue of 
Our Rossmoor -- stayed tuned!

Third place, and a $50 Company Gift Card, goes 
to Greg At k ins for ?The Heavy Heart.? His story 
will be published in an upcoming issue of Our 
Rossmoor.

Congratulations to all our winners and ?thank 

you? to all who participated. 

Keep an eye out for next summer?s Fiction 

Writing Contest. We can?t wait to see where your 

imagination takes us in 2020!
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Be on the alert for Rudolph, the Grinch, sugar plum 
ferries, two turtle dove, a wonderland of snow, 
manger scenes, and blown fuses, all ascending on 
Rossmoor before you know it. The season is almost 
upon us ?  have you unpacked your Christmas gear 
after carefully repackaging it from last year?

If you?re a rookie Christmas Lights decorator, start 
now, and you?ll be forever addicted for years to 
come. Nothing is better than cars, bicyclists, and 
walkers, stopping at your house to soak in the lights 
(and sounds ?  thank you Aceca, Harrisburg, and 
Engel) of Christmas via your carefully placed and 
meticulously crafted display across your house and 
lawn.

Yes, we are setting the expectations high, but why 
not? We are in our 13th season, and it gets better 
every year. Who else wants to play?

Even thought this isn?t a contest, the amazing 
Christmas spirit across Rossmoor allows us to 
create a customized map. This hotspot homes of 
Christmas festivity are highlighted to help everyone 
navigate the neighborhood and share in the 
excitement.

Previous awards included the Glamping (Glamour 
Camping) Award, the Griswold Award, and even 
Rookie-of-the-Year Award. The primary goal for all 
participants is to Make-the-Map, with your home 
being identified as one of the locations for families 
to check out along the route, as they cruise our 
neighborhood with hot chocolate and a little nog for 
Aunt Mabel.

Chris Marshall and Kieran Nolan co-chair the RHA 
Christmas Lights Celebration, and participation is 
completely free (well, apart from the back-breaking 
labor required to decorate your house, of course)!  
To participate and earn a spot on the neighborhood 
map, simply send an email to the team at 
rossmoorlights@gmail.com, or register via the 
RHA website with your name, address, and phone 
number at 
ourrossmoor.com/chr istmas-lights-entry/.

Here are the planned key dates:

- Friday, November 29: Day after 
Thanksgiving. Start hanging your lights and 
unpack lawn decorations. Go to In-and-Out 
burger for lunch or have mid-day leftovers.

- Saturday, December 14: Judges travel 
around that evening, checking out the 
registered homes and determining the 
recognition awards and homes to be 
included in the Hot Spots Map.

- Tuesday, December 17: Recognition Awards 
and Christmas Lights Hot Spots announced 
on RHA website, and Map available for 
downloading.

Okay, it?s time to register and decorate your house 
for all the walkers, bikers, and drivers that will be 
enjoying your Christmas lights efforts throughout 
December. Thanks for playing along!

Chr ist mas 
Light s 
Celebrat ion
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Puzzl e Page
We hope you're enjoying the puzzles we bring to you 
each issue. Because we want you looking forward to a 
new challenge each quarter, this fall brings you another 
brainteaser.

The Slither L ink

The objective is to connect dots in the grid horizontally 
or vertically so that the lines form a continuous path 
with no loose ends or branches. The number inside a 
dotted square indicate how many of its sides are part of 
the path.

Good luck to us all!

(Solution on page 21.) 
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"The Yel l owt ail
 Hor r or "
There is a house on Yellowtail Drive 
in Rossmoor that is haunted. Or 
rather, there once was such a house. 
It is no longer there. But the 
structure that replaced it remains 
haunted. I know this for a fact.

Shortly after the house was first 
built, the family that lived there 
moved away in the dead of night, 
having made no effort to place the 
home on the market or even take 
their belongings. When asked about 
it years later, the father refused to 
discuss the matter, only mumbling 
something about ?demons? and the 
?pit from hell?. 

Over the course of the next decade, 
others moved into the house and 
promptly moved out, often 
describing their stay as terrifying. 
One former resident swore that one 
night, hideous demons emerged from 
somewhere to torment him. Another 
told the police that a terrifying voice 
in his head urged him to ?jump into 
the pit?. And yet another said that 
she refused to use one particular 
bathroom, because whenever she 
did, an overwhelming blackness 
consumed her soul. The tales varied 
from person to person, but there was 
one common factor: every resident 
of or visitor to the home agreed that 
something horrible lurked below the 
house.

The realtors and contractors who had 
to deal with this mess were 

mystified. Although they felt their 
skin crawl whenever they entered 
the once-again abandoned house, 
nothing definitive ever occurred. 
They just assumed that their sense of 
dread represented nothing more than 
a natural fear of scary stories. And 
yet, by the 1970s, re-sale became 
impossible.

And so it came to pass that the 
Rossmoor village elders decided to 
seize ownership of the property and 
let the home sit there unoccupied. 
They would take care of the 
landscaping and exterior paint just to 
ensure it remained presentable, but 
they rarely entered the place, usually 
citing insurance-related reasons. But 
in truth they were all simply too 
afraid.

After some years had passed, a 
quintet of guys drinking at a local 
pub heard the bartender tell stories 
about the haunted house. Filled with 
alcohol-induced bravura, the five 
men made their way to the house 
around midnight, vowing to break in 
and check it out for themselves. 
When they arrived, the bright lights 
and merriment of the pub gave way 
to the dark and ominous appearance 
of the creepy old building, and they 
made excuses to call off the whole 
plan. But one man insisted he was 
unafraid and made a great point of 
teasing the others as wimps. When 
they challenged him to go in on his 

own, he came back one better: he 
said he would spend the entire night 
there. 

So the foolish man, perhaps growing 
increasingly frightened but unable to 
back down at this point, broke a rear 
window and entered the house. His 
four buddies assumed positions on 
each side of the house, to ensure he 
did not cheat by sneaking out and 
spending the night outdoors.

Over the course of the next several 
hours, the four men heard very little 
coming from inside the house, 
except that one said he might have a 
heard a whimpering sound, and 
another thought he heard a low 
moan. At dawn, they called into the 
broken window and urged their 
friend to come out, having already 
proven his bravery. But there came 
no answer. At first they assumed he 
was messing with them, or perhaps 
had passed out from excessive 
drinking. But as they called for him 
more and more loudly and urgently, 
his non-response caused alarm.

They hailed a passing police car and 
described what happened. The cop 
looked very irritated and sourly 
informed them their friend would 
likely be charged with breaking and 
entering. Young and uninterested in 
the house?s grim history, he entered 
with the four men. They searched 

By Victor Car fi
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everywhere but could find no sign of him. The cop 
initially believed this to be a prank, but when he walked 
into one of the bathrooms (the very one that so frightened 
a former resident), he found an unusual sight: the toilet 
bowl was missing, and in its place was a large hole in the 
ground, perhaps four feet wide. Even shining his 
flashlight down, he could not tell how deep it went or 
even what it contained since it was filled with some foul, 
loathsome muck.

When rescue crews arrived, one series of disasters 
followed another: cables broke, equipment failed, 
disgusting odors sent people running, and several 
individuals reported that they felt invisible reptilian 
hands encircling their necks. One firefighter stated that as 
he leaned over the putrid hole, someone (something?) 
behind him tried to push him in. But no one was within 
fifteen feet of him. 

Later, professional geologists attempted to gather seismic 
data to determine the hole?s dimensions, composition, 
and depth, but their machines went haywire. Attempts to 
fill in the hole with dirt deposited by a bulldozer also 
failed when the vehicle?s gas tank exploded (damaging 
much of the blighted house), and what little dirt actually 
went into the pit spewed back out, as in a volcanic 
eruption. 

It was as if the pit would not let itself be filled.

Unwilling to call for additional assistance and draw even 
more negative attention to the evil presence in the midst 
of their otherwise beautiful neighborhood, the town 
council decided to tear down the house. But the infernal 
pit from hell, or perhaps to hell, remained. Concerned 
that some unsuspecting passerby disappear forever into 
the pit, and unable to get rid of it, construction crews 
built a fortified blockhouse around it, hoping to protect 
Rossmoor?s residents and prevent the demons from 
escaping. So far it has worked.

To put the community at ease and give some appearance 
of normalcy, officials have placed innocuous signs on the 
blockhouse, and occasionally invite fake workers -- paid 
actors wearing hardhats -- to look busy with something 
or other. The signs say ?Golden State Water Company?.

But I know better. 

LOGIC PUZZLE 
ANSWERS
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RHA Our  Rossmoor  St af f
Editor ... Cathy Larson

Assistant Editor ... Art Remnet

Our Rossmoor is the one and only official publication of  

the Rossmoor Homeowners Association (RHA) ?  a 
non-profit community association celebrating 61 years 

of exceptional living.

Our Rossmoor is published four times a year and 
distributed to all Rossmoor residences. 

Adver t ising
Contact ... Cathy Larson

Email ... Cathy@OurRossmoor.com

Phone ... 562-243-7971

RHA is not responsible for any advertisers' business 
claim, practice, and/or performance. RHA has not 

investigated any of the advertisers, and their placement 
in this publication is a paid advertisement, not an 

endorsement of their service and/or products by RHA.

All opinions expressed in articles are made by the 
individual authors and do not constitute the option of the 

RHA Board of Directors unless expressly noted 
otherwise.

f eedback.ideas.submissions.
Have feedback, ideas, or submissions? We are always 

happy to hear from you ?  this is your newsletter. 

Call or email Cathy Larson (see above).

This is the 2019 Fall Issue, Volume LXV, Issue 4

RHA Cont act  Inf or mat ion
Email ... info@OurRossmoor.com

Telephone ... 562-799-1401
Mail ... PO Box 5058, Rossmoor, CA 90721-5058
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On t he Hunt
At the beginning of 2019, we introduced a couple 
new features in the Our Rossmoor quarterly 
publication. 

Because we want to build something that has value, 
meaning, and a neighborhood feel, we added 

"The Rossmoor  Ar chives" and "Rossmoor Cares."

To make these features work, we need your help. 
For "The Rossmoor  Ar chives," send us whatever you 
have from the past:

- Personal stories
- Scanned documents and pictures
- Historical facts

For "Rossmoor Cares," we want to recognize the 

philanthropy of our neighbors since countless 
numbers of Rossmoor residents from Ruth Elaine 
to Yellowtail donate hundreds of hours to 
community nonprofits, raising funds, awareness, 
and opportunity for those in need.  Again, send us 
your stories and announcements.

We can't do it without you. It 's up to us to capture 
the Rossmoor lifestyle for posterity. Are you in? If 
so, please contact Cathy Larson at 
Cathy@OurRossmoor.com or (562) 243-7971.

In the past year, we have highlighted 
Rossmoor-resident owned businesses as part 

of our effort to build a neighborhood that finds 
support from each other. As we continue this 

feature, we want to make sure you don't forget 
those who have come before. 

Pr eviousl y f eat ur ed:

PREP Kitchen Essentials
Beyond Bella

Burnett Engraving
Green Street Interiors

Kumon Math and Reading Center
Rockenmacher Chiropractic

Rossmoor - r esident  
owned businesses
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Impor t ant  Number s
Los Alamitos USD ... 562-799-4700

OC Library (Rossmoor) ... 562-430-1048

Hazardous Waste Disposal ... 714-834-6752

County of Orange ... 855-886-5400

US Post Office (Los Alamitos) ... 562-594-0286

CR&R (Trash) ... 800-826-9677

SCE (Electricity) ... 800-798-7723

SOCAL Gas ... 800-427-2200

Golden State Water ... 800-999-4033

Rossmoor/Los Alamitos Sewer ... 562-431-2223

OC 2nd District Supervisor ... 714-834-3220

RCSD ... 562-430-3707

CHP (Non-Emergency) ... 714-892-4426

Sheriff (Non-Emergency) ... 714-647-7000

OC Fire (Non-Emergency) ... 714-289-3725

RHA ... 562-799-1401

RHA Boar d of  Dir ect or s

President ... Ralph Vartabedian

1st Vice President ... Cathy Larson

2nd Vice President ... Marian Last

Communications ... Art Remnet

Treasurer  ... Gary Stewart

Secretary ... Francisco Alonso

Neighborhood Watch ... Dorothy Fitzgerald

Community Standards ... Dorothy Fitzgerald

Membership ... Everett Knell

LAUSD Liaison ... Milt Houghton

Events ... GeorgLyn Seligman

Events ... Jo Shade

Events ... Pei-Pei Kelman

Student Representative ... vacant

Student Representative ... vacant
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